
Have a seat. Immerse yourself in the culture of the home, let yourself be inspired by your idea of living.



iC is the corporate brand of “Cazzaniga Angelo e Figli snc”, which tells you about the passion of the Cazzaniga family for woodworking.
This passion has its roots in the early 20th century when, in Brianza, the diffusion of residences for the Milanese bourgeoisie required high quality furniture 
products. Drawing strength from this family tradition, in 1969 Angelo and Carlo founded the current company which, in 1987, changed its name to
“Cazzaniga Angelo e Figli snc”. Currently led by Angelo’s sons, with the passing of time iC became characterized by its flexibility and the quality of the services 
it offers to companies in the furniture industry, simultaneously renewing its production process.
This allowed us to take on the challenge to arrive directly to the consumer with a wide range of products: cabinets, tables, bedroom furniture, living room 
furniture, kitchen furniture…
iC is able to offer an exclusive, artisan, custom-made product with programmed production times.
Choosing to get in touch with iC means knowing you can rely on courtesy, trust, and experience, leading to the desired result.

ABOUT US
OUR HISTORY

from the left,
Alessandro, Alberto e Paolo Cazzaniga



PRODUCTS / kitchens
The kitchen has always been the heart of the house, the centre of convivial meetings, a place for a family’s daily life. Our kitchens 
are all this and more.
Created with the CONCEPTWALL® modular system, they are the result of the meeting between design and technology, resulting in 
intelligent, practical, and elegant compositions that create warm and functional spaces in line with the needs of today’s life.
A new way of conceiving space: practicality that has evolved with style to make you dream, starting from your kitchen.
Timeless beauty, where colours are truer and where the rhythm and sounds of your day take shape.
A very young-looking project dedicated to those who love design and elegance, which allows the suspension of wall-pieces thanks 
to frames that force the weight into the ground. Lightness as concept of elegance, drawers, doors, and baskets with clean lines, with 
or without handles.
Linear kitchens, corner-shaped with islands or half-islands – thanks to the 15 x 15 modularity of the CONCEPTWALL® system we 
can create endless compositions, customized as pertains sizes and finishes.

** The present compositions can be customized using the materials features in the site’s related section.



Ice
Fantastic suspended kitchen-dining room open space, divided in the middle by a suspended half-island with gray oak top and white lacquered 
base unit, overhead cabinets for kitchen and living room in oak; kitchen base units in white and white lacquered fronts.
The living room wall is in “Milano” slate rock, the living room base units are in oak with white lacquered front drawers.
White shelves with LED lights under the overhead cabinets.

** See info at the beginning of the section.



Convivio
Elegant corner suspended kitchen with topping and bottom in anthracite gray, and red lacquered fronts with hanging flap.
The furniture structure is in white melamine with added LED lights under the overhead cabinet.

** See info at the beginning of the section.



Oslo
Kitchen with clean lines with ceramic wall. White overhead cabinets with flaps in oak and frosted glass. Refrigerator, dishwasher and oven
recess, base for sink and cooker. White kitchen with oak fronts, all surrounded by LED lights under the overhead cabinet for night vision.

** See info at the beginning of the section.



Oslo Ardesia
Kitchen with clean lines, with wall in “Venezia” slate rock. White overhead cabinets with flaps in oak and frosted glass.
Refrigerator, dishwasher and oven recess, base for sink and cooker. White kitchen with oak fronts, all surrounded by LED lights under the 
overhead cabinet for night vision.
** See info at the beginning of the section. 



Dublino
Fantastic suspended kitchen-dining room open space, divided in the middle by a suspended half-island with gray oak top and white lacquered 
base unit, overhead cabinets for kitchen and living room in oak; kitchen base units in white and white lacquered fronts. The living room wall 
is in “Milano” slate rock, the living room base units are in oak with white lacquered front drawers. White shelves with LED lights under the 
overhead cabinets. ** See info at the beginning of the section. 



Oasi
Spacious kitchen with clean lines, suitable for large rooms, with white island with doors and drawers, oak topped. White cabinets with doors 
and flaps, white base with white fronts. ** See info at the beginning of the section.



PRODUCTS / Living rooms
Wainscoting with the CONCEPTWALL® system is the perfect combination of technology and design as it allows the creation of functional 
environments without sacrificing beauty.
Living rooms and bookshelves that are fully suspended enhance the feeling of lightness as the 15 x 15 modularity of the CONCEPTWALL® 
system allows the creation of endless compositions to best interpret your space a wide range of cabinets with drawers or glass doors, 
melamine lacquered with several openings: flap, bottom hung, casement, with handles or with push/pull systems.
Thanks to the frame system that allows the passage of cables it becomes possible to solve even the most complex of contemporary hi-
gh-tech needs and the result is a series of linear compositions featuring a modern and clean aesthetics.

**  The present compositions can be customized using the materials features in the site’s related section.



Venezia 01
Wainscoting with “Venezia” slate rock made of glossy white lacquered base units with drawers, overhead cabinet with flap. White lacquered 
open cabinet with shelves in extra-clear tempered glass. ** See info at the beginning of the section.

 



Venezia 15
Wainscoting with “Venezia” slate rock consisting of walnut melamine base units with doors. Lacquered white front drawer and open recess, 
open overhead cabinet in walnut melamine, lacquered white door.   ** See info at the beginning of the section.
 



Venezia 10
Wainscoting with “Venezia” slate rock consisting of coffee-coloured oak melamine with while lacquered front drawer, 2 overhead cabinets with 
door and flap, lacquered white and with shelves in extra-clear tempered glass.   ** See info at the beginning of the section.
 



Top Milano
Wainscoting with “Milano” slate rock consisting of white melamine base units, gray oak drawers, 2 overheads in white melamine with gray oak 
doors and open overhead in lacquered white melamine Shelves in extra-clear tempered glass.   ** See info at the beginning of the section. 



Milano 10
Wainscoting with “Milano” slate rock consisting of melamine coffee-coloured oak base units, white drawers, cabinets in melamine coffee-colou-
red oak with white fronts. Shelves in extra-clear tempered glass with LED lights under overhead cabinet in coffee-coloured oak.
See info at the beginning of the section.



Milano L10
Wainscoting with “Milano” slate rock consisting of melamine coffee-coloured oak base units, white drawers, cabinets in melamine coffee-colou-
red oak with white fronts. Shelves in extra-clear tempered glass with LED lights under overhead cabinet in coffee-coloured oak, with LED frame 
around the perimeter of the wainscoting. ** See info at the beginning of the section.



Milano 11
Wainscoting with “Milano” slate rock consisting of white melamine, fronts and drawers in gray oak and white flap, 3 overheads in gray oak mela-
mine with white doors and flap.   ** See info at the beginning of the section.



Daywall 100
Elegant boiserie. Geometric lines with melamine panels: 3 bases with commodes and 3 wall units vasistas opening, 5 glass shelves.



Daywall 102
Wainscoting with white melamine back, composed of white melamine base units, drawers in gray oak and white flap, 3 overheads in melamine 
gray oak with doors and white flap.
** See info at the beginning of the section.



PRODUCTS / Living room

**  The present compositions can be customized using the materials features in the site’s related section.



Biblo comp. black 
This library is characterized by a minimalist and functional design. Cabinet rooms are perfect to show your favorite articles. “Biblo comp. black” 
is black lacquered with white backdrops and shelves.

*Biblo comp. black can be realized with CONCEPTWALL® system.   ** See info at the beginning of the section.
 



Biblo comp. white
This library is characterized by a minimalist and functional design. Cabinet rooms are perfect to show your favorite articles. This library is white 
lacquered with orange backdrops and shelves.
* Biblo comp. white can be realized with CONCEPTWALL® system.       ** See info at the beginning of the section.



Quadra comp. white
Basic and elegant furniture composition: library and vain with white glass doors, push/pull opening, white lacquered base.

*Quadra comp. white can be realized with CONCEPTWALL® system. ** See info at the beginning of the section. 



Quadra comp. black
Basic and elegant furniture composition: library and vain with black glass doors.
*Quadra comp. black can be realized with CONCEPTWALL® system.   ** See info at the beginning of the section.



Bauhaus
Basic and functional furniture composition: square bases, matt lacquered doors, columns, bases with drawer, hanging bases with vasistas
opening. White is the main colour.

*Bauhaus can be realized with CONCEPTWALL® system.   ** See info at the beginning of the section.



First
Simple, rational and clean furniture composition: 4 drawers, hanging vasistas flap, oak desk with white panel on the bottom, oak white lacquered 
tables.
*First can be realized with CONCEPTWALL® system.   ** See info at the beginning of the section.



Contrast
A simple wall can be transformed in the most interesting side of your living room. Light blue lacquered boxes with available in different
shades. Flap doors, light blue corbels with white lacquered drawer.
*Contrast can be realized with CONCEPTWALL® system.   ** See info at the beginning of the section.
 



PRODUCTS / Bedrooms
The CONCEPTWALL® sleeping area provides solutions for both adult’s and children’s bedrooms where the use of load-bearing frames 
allows the realization of suspended cabinets and rock headboards, adding also  suspended bedside tables.

A strong feature is still the linearity and simplicity of the product that allows, thanks to frames and suspended furniture pieces, great 
freedom of movement. This is thanks to the possibility of passing cables inside the frames, thus solving even the requirements of contem-
porary high-tech, especially present in children’s rooms .

**  The present compositions can be customized using the materials features in the site’s related section.



Serenity
A master bedroom with a rock wall, featuring elegant and simple aesthetics. The headboard in “Milano” slate rock with the “Floating Bed” ver-
sion and suspended wardrobes from the series “Wallplace”, featuring square lines gives you the possibility to create endless compositions by 
replacing and moving individual elements. * Serenity can also be realized with theCONCEPTWALL® system.
** See info at the beginning of the section. 



Floating Bed
A contemporary double bed, featuring an austere and simple design. The base of the bed is shaped as an inverted pyramid trunk and, 
equipped with night LED lights, it gives a feeling of suspension. The headboard is in oak melamine while the bedside tables and bed fra-
me are in white melamine.
* Floating Bed can also be realized with the CONCEPTWALL® system.   ** See info at the beginning of the section.
 



Capri
Modern and essential double bed, solid bed frame and shelves in dark walnut melamine.
** See info at the beginning of the section.

 



Olivia
The “Olivia” double bed becomes the star of your bedroom. Comfortable and practical yet solid thanks to its structure characterized by gentle 
and elegant lines in white melamine.   ** See info at the beginning of the section.
 



Gulliver
An elegant bedroom with a clean and rational design and suspended wardrobes. The structure is in elm wood, with elm wood doors and lac-
quered orange drawers. Light elm wood overhead wardrobes with lacquered orange front, orange desk and elm wood drawer. Chest of drawers 
base in Elmwood with orange fronts. Bed in light elm wood with safety slots for cables inside the frames.
* The room “Gulliver” can also be realized with the CONCEPTWALL® system.   ** See info at the beginning of the section.
 



Peter Pan
An elegant bedroom with a clean and linear design.  Wall units, base plate and desk in white melamine; front panels and structure in light gray 
oak; safety slots for cables inside the frames.
* The room “Peter Pan” can also be realized with the CONCEPTWALL® system.   ** See info at the beginning of the section.
 



Essential
To complete the sleeping area, you can choose the capacious and functional wardrobe named “Essential”, in white melamine with front panels 
in elm wood, available even with swinging or sliding doors.   ** See info at the beginning of the section. 



Essential inside
 



THE SYSTEM



A new proposal in the field of furniture invented by iC “Cazzaniga Angelo e Figli”. 
CONCEPTWALL® is a new wainscoting system that you can change over time. 
Various furnishing solutions that can fulfil needs both aesthetic and functional to 
create compositions that suit every modern lifestyle.
An intelligent system to allow customization suitable to every use.
Modularity, flexibility, order. In a word CONCEPTWALL®.



Modularity
Characterized by a
particular modularity, the 
system makes it possible to 
realize endless compositions 
– even complex ones – using 
a wide range of different
elements and materials.
We offer a wide range of
panels, shelves, bases,
columns and overhead
cupboards for your
customized wall project.

Flexibility
The product’s flexibility is 
in the possibility of creating 
compositions that arediffe-
rent as regards materials and 
shapes. This is a wainscoting 
which is changeable over 
time, which allows the sub-
stitution or move of every 
element without the use of 
specific tools.

Order
The system offers the 
possibility of keeping a tidy 
environment, avoiding the 
passage in view of electric 
cables on the furniture’s sur-
face, inserting them instead 
inside the frames.
The furniture, hovering 
above the ground, make 
cleaning the room both easy 
and quick.



Frames
The Frames are at the base of the CONCEPTWALL® system.
There are the only elements that require specific tools for anchoring on the wall and allow us to 
build made-to-measure wainscoting. Thanks to a specific system, these frames are used to an-
chor the various elements. Thanks to their depth, it is possible to insert cables and plugs inside 
them.



PRODUCTS / Tables and Consoles

**  The present compositions can be customized using the materials features in the site’s related section.



InVisibile
This is a console table suitable for entrance halls, living rooms and hallways which offers a practical surface but which, if need be, can turn 
into a table seating between 12 and 14 people.

 

Thanks to a mechanism featuring telescopic rails 
and central legs on the X axis, it offers great 

stability. Available in various finishes.



Ghost
This piece of furniture can be transformed in a dining room or meeting room table. It contain a kit with 9 chairs and 270°-revolving doors 
made in walnut wood. White structure. Available in other finishes.

 



Smart
Smart table for 4, suitable for everyday life, which can turn into a table seating between 12 and 14 people if need be.

 



Forest
Table with legs in beech wood and oak top measuring 200 x 80 x 75 cm, oil-treated with base covered in rock. The forest of circular-section 
legs featuring different diameters is characterized by the insertion in view in the tabletop.
 



MELAMINE FINISHES



UB07
PRIMOFIORE

arena

LK97
MATRIX 

Rovere magister

FA46
PENELOPE

Lino guerrilla

UA80
PRIMOFIORE

corda

LK84
MATRIX

Oregon pine

FA44
PENELOPE

Lino kaki

LN54
Louvre Orsay

MALOJA

LG69
MATRIX

Ciliegio Marbella

FA42
PENELOPE
Lino confort

LN28
MATRIX Royal

FB45
Iris ARES

FA41
PENELOPE
Lino delavè

LM63
MATRIX vintage

FB10
NADIR Elite grigio

FA33
Maya bronze
PRIMOFIORE

LM33
Stratos MATRIX

FB09
Elite juta gloves

NADIR

B026
PENELOPE bianco

LM32
Stratos MATRIX

FB04
NADIR

Elite chiaro

B026
ALTER bianco



1101
Bianco (PE)

2090
Nero (PE)

2191
Grigio (PE)

27045
Champagne venato 

(SU)

37728
Rovere platino (SE)

37965
Olmo (SU)

39345
Ciliegio acco (BS)

K4331
Frassino corona 

perla (RC)

1507
Bianco diamante (SU)

2162
Grigio grafite (PE)

5881
Grigio argento

metallizzato (PE)

37307
Rovere naturale (PR)

37769
Frassino d’altopiano 

(SU)

37967
Ciliegio piemonte 

(SU)

270415
Champagne (BS)

K4342
Teak makalo (RM)

Bianco Premium W1000 ST 9

Alabastro U104 ST 15

Verde Limone U630 ST 15

Blu Delft U525 ST 15

Cotone U113 ST 15

Giallo Traffico U143 ST15

Rosso Cina U321 ST15

Grigio Perla U762 ST 15

Mandarino U329 ST15

Tortora U727 ST 9



Venezia

Vicenza

Milano

Catania

Brescia

Siena



TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

The company therefore reserves the right to change the technical information of the products included on this site and the price of the products following the 
cost of raw materials and manpower. The manufacturer declines all responsibility for technical inaccuracies, typographical errors, as well as descriptions and 
transcripts given in this list.

PRICE
Costs and prices are established in Euro (€).

PRODUCTS AND FINISCHINGS
Sample compliance must not understood in the strict sense, as there may be margins of tolerance as far as the shades of colours and lacquering.
Therefore samples might have slight colour differences which cannot constitute items of dispute or returning the product.  The catalogue is purely illustrative.

RETURNS 
Returns are not accepted if unauthorized. 
Returns have to be intact, packaged and accompanied by a delivery note. 

TRANSPORT
If the sale of the product will be done ex-factory by the seller, then the transportation is at full buyer’s risk. If the sale of the product will be done free home 
delivery, the goods travel is at full seller’s risk. For EXF’s returns, eventually claims have to be done at the good’s pick up moment from our factory.
For free home delivery’s returns, the recipient is required to inspect the correspondence of the number of packages and verify the integrity of the packaging and 
informing us about anomalies. Others transport’s claims will be assessed only if they have been communicated in the 8 days after the delivery date.   



Via Madrid, 5 • 20831 Seregno (MB)
T +39 0362 236861 • F +39 0362 240501

info@angelocazzaniga.com • www.cazzanigaangeloefigli.it
Codice fiscale 01606780151 | P-IVA IT00719150963
Ufficio imprese di Monza e Brianza | N°R.E.A 798700

Suspended cabinets / Suspended kitchens / Suspended bookshelves  / Extendible tables and consoles

CONCEPTWALL® is a trademark owned by Cazzaniga Angelo e Figli s.n.c.
All rights reserved. Any use, in whole or in part, of the contents contained in this catalogue, including the storage, reproduction,

reprocessing, distribution of content through any technology, support or telematic network,
is prohibited without prior written permission from Cazzaniga Angelo e Figli s.n.c. 




